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Abstract 
Implicit step-by-step methods for numerically solving the initial-value problem 
(y' =/(y), y(O) = y0 } usually lead to implicit relations of which the Jacobian can be 
approximated by a matrix of the special form K =I - hM ® J, where M is a matrix 
characterizing the step-by-step method and J is the Jacobian of f. Similar implicit 
relations are encountered in discretizing initial-value problems for other types of flmctional 
equations such as VIEs, VIDEs and DDBs. Application of (modified) Newton iteration 
for solving these implicit relations requires the LU-decomposition of K. Ifs and d are 
the dimensions of Mand J, respectively, then this LU-decomposition is an O(s3d3) 
process, which is extremely costly for large values of sd. We shall discuss parallel 
iteration methods for solving the implicit relations that exploit the special form of 
Jacobian matrix K. Their main characteristic is that each processor is required to compute 
LU-decompositions of matrices of dimension d, so that this part of the computational 
work is reduced by a factor s3• On the other hand, the number of iterations in these 
parallel iteration methods is usually much larger than in Newton iteration. In this 
contribution, we will tJy to reduce the number of iterations by improving the convergence 
of such parallel iteration methods by means of preconditioning. 
Keywords: Nmnerical analysis, implicit step-by-step methods, preconditioning, parallelism. 
Subject classlftcation: 6SMIO, 65M20. 
1. Introduction 
39 
In this paper, we study parallel step-by-step methods for solving initial·value 
problems (IVPs) for a variety of functional equations, such as ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs), Volterra integral equations (VIEs), Volterra integro.differential equations 
(VIDEs), delay·differential equations (DDEs), etc. Our approach is the parallel iteration 
of the implicit relations associated with an implicit integration method (the corrector 
~ paper is presented as an outcome of lhe LMS Durham Symposiwn convened by Professor C.T.H. 
Baker on 4-14 July 1992, with support from the SERC under grant reference number GR/H03964. 
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method). The corrector methods will be represented in the partitioned General Linear 
Method (GLM) fonn introduced by Burrage and Butcher (5]: 
Y = F(tn, Y0 , Yi· ... , Yn) + hv (M ® l)G(tn,Y), Yn+1 = H(tn, Yo, Y1, •.• , Y," Y), 
Y := (fiT,Yl, ...• YsT)T. Yn := (Yn1,Y~, ... ,Y,,'!)T, n = 0, l, 2, ... , (1.l) 
where v is the order of the IVP, M is an s-by-s matrix with constant entries 
characterizing the corrector, Y and Yn represent ans-dimensional and r-dimensional 
block vector of nwnerical approximations to the exact solution of the IVP. If the 
IVP has dimension d, then Yj and Y are vectors in rd-dimensional and sd-dimensional 
vector spaces, respectively, and F, G and H are functions depending both on the 
IVP and the step-by-step method. Furthermore, M ® I denotes the direct product of 
the matrices M and /. 
In each step, the block vectors (Y0, Y1, •.. , YnJ are the input vectors, Yn+I 
is the internal stage vector or "blackbox .. vector. We shall say that the method has 
s internal stages and r output points. The equations defining Y and Y n.+ 1 are, respectively, 
called the stage vector equation and the output formula (or step point formula). Both 
equations have a "history" terrn containing only backvalues, and a "future" term 
containing the unknown stage vector Y. 
Each step requires the solution of the stage vector equation in the corrector 
method (1.1). It will be assumed that the Jacobian of (M ® l)G satisfies a relation 
of the form 
(M ®I) aG~~· Y) = M ® ln + o{_h), (1.2) 
where In is a d-by-d matrix evaluated at a single point and completely determined 
by the IVP. Before discussing the iteration process for solving the stage vector 
equation, we first consider examples of step-by-step methods of the form (1.1). For 
simplicity of notation. all formulas refer to IVPs for scalar functional equations and 
we shall extensively use "componentwise" notation, that is, given a function!: R ~ R, 
then f( v) denotes the vector with entries /( vj ). 
1.1. ORDINARY DIFFERENITAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the IVP for ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 
yM(t) = f(t, y(t)), y(to) = Yo• to ~ t :S: tend • (1.3) 
and consider the GLM as presented in [5]: 
Y = C12Y11 + h v C11 f(tne + he, Y), 
(1.4) 
n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
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Here, C 12 is an s-by-r matrix, C 11 is an s-by-s matrix, C22 is an r-by-r matrix, and 
C21 is an r-by-s matrix. This method can be cast into the fonn (1.1) with 
F(Yo•···•Yn) = C12Yn, MG(tn,Y) = C1if(t11e + he,Y), 
H(Yo •... , Yn• f) = C22Y11 + hvCzif(tne +he, Y), 
so that (1.2) is satisfied with M = C11 and 111 = (d//iJy),.. 
1.2. SECOND-KIND VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
Consider the second-kind Volterra equation (VIE) 
l 
y(t) = g(t) + J K(t, x. y(x)) dx, 0 $; t ~ T, 
0 
and the Volterra Runge-Kuna (VRK) method (cf. [1]) 
• Y = F (t11e + he, t,.e) + htl>(Y), 
(1.5) 
tl>i(t11 , Y) : = a( K(t,.e + hcie, t,.e +he, Y), i = 1, ...• s, (1.6) 
The VRK parameters are stored in the s-dimensional vectors ai, b and c, and e 
denotes the unit vector (1, ... , l)T. F'"'(t, s) denotes a numerical approximation to 
the lag term 
s 
F(t, s) : = g(t) + J K(t, x, y(x)) dx 
0 
(1.7) 
using only the imput values {y0, Y1t ...• y,.J. The method (1.6) fits into the class 
(1.1) with r= 1, Y11 =y11 , and 
F(tn, Y0 , ... , Y,.) : = F* (t,.e + h8, tn.e), MG{tn, Y) : = <f>(tn, Y), 
,.. T ) H(tn, Yo, .. , Y,., Y): = F (t11 + h, tn) + hb K(tne +he, tne +he, Y . 
Let A be the matrix with row vectors aT. Then, M =A and ln = (dK/oy)n. 
Another class of VIE methods that can be presented in the form (1.1) is the 
block version of Volterra Linear Multistep method for the VIE (1.5) 
+ hCK(tne + hb, t4 e + he, Y11+1), n = 0, 1, 2, ... , (1.8) 
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where 8, a, b and c are k-dimensional vectors, A, B and C are k-by-k matrices, and 
where F*(t, s) denotes a numerical approximation to the lag term (1.7) using only 
values of the input vectors {Y0, Yi. •.. , Y,.}. By setting r = s and defining 
• F(t11 , Yo, •.• , Y,,) : = AY11 + BF (t,ae + h8, t11e + ha), 
MG(t11 , Y) : = CK(t,.e + hb, t,.e +he, Y), 
H(t3 ,Yo····•Y,.,Y) := Y, 
the method (1.8) fits into the class (1.1) and (1.2) is satisfied with M = C and 
J,. = ('i)K/dy),.. 
1.3. VOTERRA INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the IVP for Volterra integro-differential equations 
y'(t) = /(y(t)) + z(t), 
t 
z(t) : = J K(t, s, y(s)) ds, 
0 
y(O) = Yo· 0 S y S T, 
and the VDRK method (cf. [1]) 
Y = y4 e + hAf(Y) + hA[Z(t11e +he)+ h<P(t,., Y)J, 
(1.9) 
cl>(t,pY) :=(et A*K(t,.e + lul;,t,ae + hc,Y)}. i = 1, ... ,s, (1.10) 
Yn+l = Yn + bT A-1(Y - y,ae), 
where C is assumed to be nonsingular and Z(t) denotes a numerical approximation 
to the lag term 
I 
Z(t) := f K(T,x,y(x))dx 
0 
(1.11) 
using only the input values {y0 , Yi. ... , Ynl. The method (1.6) fits into the class 
(1.1) with r = 1, Y,. = y11, and 
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MG(t,,, Y) : = A[f(Y) + hci>(Y))], 
Condition (1.2) is satisfied with M =A and J" = (a//dy)". 
1.4. DELAY-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the IVP for delay-differential equations 
y'(r) = f(y(t)) + z(t), z(t) : = g(y(t - a(t)), 0 S t S T, (l.12) 
where a(t) is positive and y(t) is prescribed for t S 0. This IVP can be solved by 
the RK method 
Y = y,.e + hAZ(t,,e +he)+ hAf(Y), 
Yn+l = Yn + bT A-1(Y - y,,e), 
n=l,2, ... , (1.13) 
where A is assumed to be nonsingular and Z(r) denotes a numerical approximation 
to the delay tenn z(r) using only the input values {y0 , YI, •.. , y,,}. The method (1.6) 
fits into the class (1.1) with r = 1, Y11 = y,,, and 
F(t11 • Yo •.•• , Y,,) : = y11e + hCZ(t11e + he), 
MG(Y) : = A/(Y), 
H(t,., Yo ..... Y,., Y) := Yn + bT A-Icy - Yne). 
Condition (1.2) is satisfied with M =A and ln = (i)ftay),,. 
2. Preconditioned parallel iteration methods 
We shall study iterative methods for solving the stage vector equation on 
parallel computers. Let us write the stage vector equation in (1.1) in the fonn 
R(t,., Y) := Y - F(t11Y0 , ... , Y,.) - hv(M ® l)G(t,,, Y) = 0. (2.la) 
A general format for describing well-known iteration methods for solving this 
nonlinear system is of the form · 
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where y<0> is a given initial iterate and K,.i is an operator that may depend on the 
step point index n and the iteration index j. Evidently, if (2.lb) converges, then it 
converges to the stage vector Y. The most simple cpoice is K11i = I to obtain fixed-
point iteration (or functional iteration). At the other end of the scale, we have the 
Newton iteration process with Kni = I - hv(M ® l)"iJG(t,., y<i-1))/«JY. All kinds of 
"intermediate" choices are possible. In the case where the residual function R,.(Y) 
originates from an implicit method for ODEIVPs. Burrage [3] discussed a number 
of such "intermediate" choices, among which a few cases that are suitable on 
parallel computers. 
In this paper, we also exploit parallel computers to improve the rate of 
convergence of the iteration process (l.lb). However, our considerations will not 
be restricted to ODEIVPs, but we also consider general residual functions R(t,., Y) 
restricted only by the condition that the Jacobian of G(t,., Y) satisfies (1.2). 
The most obvious way for obtaining fast convergence is the use of high-order 
predictors. In fact, Burrage gave a detailed analysis of the effect of the predictors 
on the overall accuracy and showed that it is advisable to use higher-order predictor 
formulas for computing the initial iterate y<0> (see also [2] and [4]). One possibility 
for constructing a high-order, parallel predictor formula consists of applying the 
step-by-step method not only at step points, but also (in parallel) at off-step points, 
so that. in each step, a whole block of approximations to the exact solution is 
computed. These approximations can then be used in the next step for obtaining a 
high-order predictor formula. By choosing the off-step points narrowly spaced, we 
achieve a much more accurate predicted value than can be obtained by predictor 
formulas based on preceding step point values. For ODEs, the performance of such 
a block predictor approach was studied in (10] and shown to lead to substantial 
reduction of the number of iterations. It seems that this approach can also be applied 
to the more general step-by-step method (1.1). 
Having detennined a suitable predictor, we should try to exploit parallel 
architectures for improving the convergence of the iteration process. This will be 
the subject of the rest of this paper. 
We shall consider operators K,.i of the fonn 
(2.lc) 
Here, Pi is a real sd-by-sd matrix, T is a real s-by-s matrix. and J,. is the d-by-d 
matrix determined by (1.2) and assumed to be evaluated at (t,., Y,.,e). Substitution 
of (2.lc) into (2.lb) yields 
[/ - hv(T ® J,,)]Y(J} =[I - hv(T ® J,.)]YU-t) -P,;R(t,,,YU-1». j = 1. .. .,m. 
Let us first consider the case Pi= I. For T = 0 and T = M, we easily recognize 
standard fixed-point iteration and standard modified Newton iteration, respectively. 
For non-stiff problems, fixed-point iteration is an efficient iteration method, particularly 
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on parallel computers because of its intrinsic parallelism (cf. [17, 13, 11]). In the 
case of stiff problems, fixed-point iteration cannot be used. On the other hand, 
setting T = M, the computational complexity is quite large and cannot be sufficiently 
reduced on parallel computers. Therefore, instead of T = M, we choose for T a 
triangular s-by-s matrix of the form 
T= (2.ld) 
where the D, are diagonal s•-by-s* matrices and the F; are allowed to be full s*-
by-s* matrices. Recalling thay Y is a vector with s vector components of the IVP 
dimension d, we see that matrices T of the form (2. ld) demand s* processors to 
compute the first s* vector components of Y in parallel, next these s* processors 
compute the second set of s* vector components of Y, etc. Thus, each iteration 
requires the solution of sis* implicit relations of dimension d per processor. The 
resulting iteration process will be called diagonally implicit iteration. We remark 
that for nonstiff problems, we may set T = 0, so that s* = s processors and s parallel 
evaluations of the s vector components of R,,(y<i- 1>) per iteration are required. As far 
as we know, until now only the cases*= s (i.e. T diagonal) has been considered (12]. 
It would be of interest to investigate whether more efficient choices of T using 
nonzero Fi are possible. Another possibility is to rearrange the components of the 
stage vector Y (and the stage vector iterates y<11) in d blocks of s components where 
the ith block contains the ith component of the s vectors Yj, j = 1, ... , s. Using 
diagonal matrices T would again lead to a diagonally implicit iteration process, now 
using d processors where each iteration requires the solution of one implicit relation 
of dimensions per processor. Iteration methods of this type will be analysed in a 
forthcoming paper. 
If Pi* I, then Pi may be considered as a preconditioner for the residual 
function Rn(Y). In time marching techniques for solving steady boundary value 
problems, the use of preconditioners for the conditioning of residual terms has 
frequently been used in the literature [15, 14, 17, 18, 9]. The possibility of preconditioning 
residual terms in diagonally implicit iteration methods was suggested already in [3] 
and [8], and will be elaborated in this paper. 
In order to see the effect of preconditioning on the iteration error y(J) - Y, 
we consider the error equation 
[I - hv (T ® J 11 )] [Y<i> - Y] = hv /'j(M ®I) [G(t11 ,yU-1>) - G(t11 , Y)] 
+[/ - Pi -hv(T ® J,,) [YU-l) - Y]. (2.2) 
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We shall confine our considerations to the case where G is linear in Y, satisfying 
the relation 
(M ® l)[G(tn, U) -G(tn, V)] = (M ® J)[U - V], 
where J is a constant d-by-d matrix. On substitution into (2.2) and setting J,. = J, 
we obtain the linear recursion 
y(i) - y = Zj[yU-1) - Y], 
(2.3) 
Zj := [/ - hv(T ® J)r1(1-hv(T ® J)- Pi[/ - hv(M ® J)J). 
We remark that in many nonlinear problems, this linear error equation presents an 
O(hv+l>) approximation to the nonlinear error eq. (2.2). 
We shall consider the recursion (2.3) in the cases where lhe matrix Pi is such 
that Zi has one or more zero eigenvalues (spectral fitting) or Zi behaves as O(h2~. 
2.1. SPECTRAL FlTIING 
Suppose that we choose 
Pi= [I - hv(J)i(T ® /)][/- hv(J)i(M ® l)r1, (2.4) 
where (J)i is a fixed point independent of h on the nonpositive real axis. Such 
preconditioners require the inversion of m s-by-s matrices each time the value of 
h v (J)i is changed. Since s is usually small (s s 5), the computational costs are hardly 
increased. 
The convergence of {(2.3), (2.4)} can be investigated by considering a scalar 
IVP y<v> = .ty, where Jt runs through the eigenvalues of the matrix In of the original 
problem. Setting J= ,tin eqs. {(2.3), (2.4)) yields 
yU> - y = Zj(h, .:t) [YU-t> - Y], 
Zj(h,A.) := hv((J)j -A.)(/ -hvA.T)-1(T-ljM). 
Evidently, we have convergence if h is sufficiently small. In particular, we have 
strong damping in the neighbourhood of the point mi. This iteration method will 
be said to befitted at the point Wj. We remarlc that the preconditioner (2.4) allows 
only real fitting points. By replacing the iteration scheme (2.1) by a three-term 
recursion, it is possible to allow complex fitting points. 
If (J)i vanishes (i.e Pi= I), then Zj(h, A.) : = -hv.t(l - h v,iT)-1(T- M). This 
leads to amplification factors 
(2.5) 
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where p(A) indicates the spectral radius of a matrix A. It is our aim to reduce the 
magnitude of the amplification factor a(h"A..) by a judicious choice of wi. 
In the following two subsections, we consider the effect of spectral fitting in 
a single iteration. In subsection 2.1.3, the effect of a sequence of different values 
Wj is investigated. In both cases, we set T= 'Cl, with i-a given, nonnegative number. 
2.1.1. The effect of a single iteration for stiff problems 
In the case of stiff problems, we should use nonzero values for 'f. A suitable 
choice of i- minimizes the spectral radius of Zi(h, oo) = - [/ - -r-1 M] [/ - h v miM]-1 
(cf. [11]). Assuming that -r is defined, we want to determine the region where the 
use of preconditioning results in stronger damping than obtained by applying 
unpreconditioned iteration. This region will be called the region of improved damping. 
THEOREM 2.1 
Let M have its eigenvalues µ in the positive halfplane. Then, the region of 
improved damping consists of the exterior of the union of disks D0(µ. mi) defined 
by 
Do(µ,m;):+.:l.i+ :: I.: ~lt-h•m;µI}. 
Cj :=ll-h"wjµl2 -1. 
Proof 
The eigenvalues of the iteration matrix Zj(h, A.) corresponding to µ are given 
by 
The region where the use of preconditioning results in stronger damping is determined 
by the inequality I'(µ, OJi• -4)1<1'i(µ,0, l)I, i.e. by IA.- coil< IA-111-h"wiµI. Recalling 
that mi is assumed to be nonpositive and using Re(µ) ~ 0, it can straightforwardly 
be shown that this inequality is satisfied outside the disks D0(µ, wi). D 
Thus, if the spectrum of J,. is in the left halfplane and if OJi is chosen to be 
negative, then this theorem indicates that preconditioning should result in better 
damping of those error components that do not correspond to eigenvalues close to 
the imaginary axis. 
Next, we consider the region where the amplification factors are bounded by 
a prescribed number a. To this end, we introduce the quantities 
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o : == a I 1 - 2hv <O -Re(µ)+ h2v m'.?-1µ12, 1-r - µI hv ...; 1 1 
<O· - 'C02 A.-·= -~1....,...-,......,.,_ 
J • l _ 't"2 02 h2v • (2.6a) 
and we define the disk D(a, µ, <Oj) of radius Si and centered at A.i: 
(2.6b) 
The following theorem is now straightforwardly proved. 
THEOREM 2.2 
The eigenvalues ,(µ, mi, A.) are bounded by a if either A. e D(a, µ, mi) and 
1-cShvl s;; 1 or if le D(a, µ, wi) and j-cShvl ~ 1. D 
From this theorem, we conclude that for mi s;; 0 and for small values of a (i.e. 
small values of S), the amplification factors are bounded by a inside the disks 
D(a, µ, roj) centered on the negative axis. The radius of these disks increases as a 
increases. If o becomes larger than (-rhvr1 (assuming that -c:;eO), then the disks 
D(a, µ, mi) are centered on the positive axis and the amplification factors are 
bounded by a outside these disks. 
In the case of stiff problems, it is of particular interest to consider the case 
where the stepsize is relatively large, so that we have to talce into account the 
amplification factors in the whole left halfplane. A maximal amplification factor a 
in the whole left-hand side plane can be obtained by requiring that Aj ~ Si and 
1-cohvl ~ l. On substitution of (2.6a), we obtain the condition 
a 2[1- 2hvmiRe(µ) + h2vm]lµl 2] ~ 1-r - µ1 2 max { h2vwJ, : 2 }. 
This leads us to the following result: 
THEOREM 2.3 
The maximal amplification factor in the left-hand side plane is given by 
D 
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EXAMPLE 2.1 
Consider the two-point Gauss-Legendre corrector for first-order ODEs (v = 1), 
where 
M=_l( 3 3-2../J)· 
12 3 + 2-.fJ 3 
Hence, Re(µ.)= 1/4 and 1µ12 = 1/12. Without preconditioning, we find a(hwi) 
=I l -µ-r- 11. By applying preconditioning, we find 
For a typical value of -r= 1/4 (cf. [12]), the reduction factor varies from 1 for 
hwi = 0 to 0.48 for hmi = -4. O 
2.1.2. The effect of a single iteration for nonstiff problems 
For nonstiff problems, we may use T = 0 to obtain fixed-point iteration. 
Since theorems 2.1 and 2.2 also apply to the case T = 0 by setting -r = 0, we can 
achieve strong damping in prescribed disks D(a, µ, roi) by a suitable choice of (J)i 
and h. The analogue of theorem 3.3 becomes: 
THEOREM 2.4 
If 1"= 0 and Wj = -8p, 8 ~ 0, p denoting the spectral radius of ln, then the 
maximal amplification factor in the disk D(a, µ, (J)j) is bounded by 
max11 l - m ·I 
a(8) := 1 • 0 
p 
The spectrum function a( 8) depends on the type of spectrum of the Jacobian 
matrix and determines the magnitude of a(µ, 8, hvp). We remark that in the 
unpreconditioned case (8= 0), we have y(O) =I, so that the amplification factors 
are given by lµlh"p, that is, they do not depend on the type of spectrum. By 
applying preconditioning, the particular type of spectrum can be exploited. For 
future reference, table 1 presents the functions a( 8) for a few special cases. 
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Table 1 
Spectrum function 'Y(B), 9 := -Wj/p. 
Half disk spectrum (A.: Ill S p, Re(A..) s O} 0'(8) := ../1 + 81 , e~o 
Interval spectrum a(B) := max{ 8, p - 81 }, 8~ 0 
Full disk spectrum (A.: IA--Bopl Sp, 1/2S 8oS l} u(B) := 1- B, 
O'( 8) : = 1 + 9 - 28o. 
EXAMPLE 2.2 
Consider again the two-point Gauss-Legendre corrector (compare example 2.1). 
The corresponding amplification factors are given by 
a(µ,8,hp) := a(8)hp . 
~12 + 68hp + 82h2 p 2 
Let us consider the case of a disk spectrum and let us choose 8 = Bo. Then, 
. _ (1 - 80 )hp 1 < < 
a(µ,80 ,hp) .- ~ 2 2 2 , 2-60_1. 12 + 680hp + 00 h p 
Without preconditioning, we have a(µ, 0, hp) = hp/ .Jf.2. so that the amplification 
factors of the preconditioned iteration method are smaller by at least a factor 
1- 80. D 
It follows from theorem 3.4 that a(µ.8, hv p) < r(0)/8 for any value of hvp 
and all values ofµ in the right-hand side plane. Hence, if we can choose 9 such 
that a(O) s; 8, then we have unconditional convergence for correctors with Re(µ)~ 0 
(for example, in the case of an interval spectrum with 8 = 1/2). In all other cases, 
we have to satisfy a convergence condition for the stepsize h. We shall derive an 
upper bound for h such that we have prescribed damping a of all error components 
corresponding to the eigenvalues l of In.. From theorem 2.4, it follows that h should 
satisfy the inequality 
This leads to 
Assuming that a2(8) - a?-ffl is positive, this condition is fulfilled if h satisfies the 
convergence condition 
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Hence, we have the corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.1 
Let the conditions of theorem 2.4 be satisfied and let y2(8') > a?-fi. Then the 
spectral radius of the iteration matrix Z(h, A.) is bounded by a for all h satisfying 
the inequality 
hv S: y(a,8), y(a, 8) := max{a28Re(µ) + ~[acr(8)1µ1J2 - [a26 Im(µ)]2 }· 0 
p µ (a2(8)- a 282)1µ1 2 
For small values of a, the convergence boundary y( a, 8) reduces to the 
simple expression 
a 
r<a. 8) = a(O)p(M), a~l. 
Thus, for small values of a. the convergence boundary is increased by a factor 
1/a( 9) by applying preconditioning. In table 2, we present convergence boundaries 
for the case where M is defined by the stage vector matrix in the Butcher array of 
a few well·known Runge-Kuna methods for first-order ODEs. 
Table 2 
Convergence boundaries r<a. 8) for various values of (a. 9). 
Half disk spectrum 
Conector p (a.O) (l,1/2) (1/2,1/2) (a-Cl,1/2) 
Radau lIA 3 
Gams-1..egeodre 4 
2.4a: 
3.4a: 
3.6 
S.2 
1.3 
1.9 
2.1.3. Chebyshev preconditioning 
2.la: 
3.0a 
Interval spectrum 
(1, 0) (l/2, V2) (1/4, 1/2) (a .ce 1, 112) 
24a 
3.4a 
4.4 
6.4 
l.S 
2.2 
4.8a 
6.8a 
Let { IDj} be a given set of fitting points on the negative axis and consider 
the accumulated amplification factor 
m 
'm(µ,..t) := n '(µ,mj,..t) 
j•l 
m 
= Chv(-r- µ)(t- hv..t1r1rn <A. - mi)(1-hv(J)iµr1• (2.7) 
j;;;l 
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Ideally, we should choose the parameter vector {coj} such that maxµI"-(µ, l)I is 
minimized in the region of relevant values of l (relevant values of ..tare understood 
to be values corresponding to dominant error components). In general, exact solution 
of this minimax problem is not possible. However, by observing that for 1'~ 0 the 
function maxµ I "1.(µ, ..t) I has no poles in the left-hand side plane and always has m 
zeros '°i• we can approximately solve the minimax problem by identifying the set 
{ °'i) with the set of zeros of the minimax polynomial of degree m corresponding 
to the region of relevant values of A.. In the case where the relevant values of ..t are 
in a real interval [a, b], the approximate minimax solution is obtained by identifying 
{ coi} with the set of zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind shifted to 
[a, b], i.e. the zeros (J)i of max111,,,,(µ. ..t) I should coincide with the zeros of the 
polynomial 
(21-a-b) Sm(!) : = T,,. . 
a-b 
For other regions of relevant values of l, approximations to the minimax solution 
can be obtained by employing Faber polynomials. Coefficients of the approximating 
polynomials for circular sectors, including the important case of a half disk region, 
were given by Coleman and Smith [6]. However, the zeros of these polynomials 
need not be real, so that the iteration process should be modified (by using three-
tenn recursions) in order to achieve fitting at complex points. This will be the 
subject of future research. In this paper, we confine our considerations to minimization 
on the interval [a, b]. This leads us to the Chebyshev preconditioner defined by 
j = 1, ... , m. (2.8) 
The following theorem presents an upper bound for the corresponding maximal 
averaged amplification factor defined by 
1HEOREM2.S 
If i-~ 0 and b S 0, then the following assertions hold for the Chebyshev 
preconditioner (2.8): 
(a) In the interval a S l S b, the maximal averaged amplification factor satisfies 
the inequality 
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(b) Let the eigenvalues ofMbe in the right-hand side plane, and let -hv(a + b)p(M) 
be sufficiently small. Then, in the interval a S A. S b, the maximal averaged 
amplification factor is bounded by a for all h satisfying the inequality 
4a 
r(a) = '!flp(d - M) 
(c) Let the conditions of assenion (b) be satisfied. Then, Chebyshev 
preconditioning reduces the maximal averaged amplification factors by a factor 
2 11m(l - b/a)/4. 0 
Proof 
(a) Since 1'~ 0 and b s 0, we derive from (2.7) and the relation 
IT (l- (J}j) = const Tm (21- a-b)' 
i=l a- b 
the following estimate for the averaged amplification factor: 
Ill 
~I,,,.(µ, l) I = hvl '?' - µ11(1- hvA.iT11 Il (.t - a>1Hl - hva>1µr1 
j•l 
In the interval as ls b, this estimate is bounded by £X,n(a, b) as defined in the 
theorem. 
(b) If Re(µ)~ O and if hv(a + b)p(M) ~ I, then it is easily shown that 
am(l) S t~hv(b - a)p((l - hv..iir1(M - 'r/)) 
S i~hv(b-a)p(M-1'1). 
Hence, to achieve a damping by a factor a in the interval a s l s b, the stepsize 
should satisfy the condition given in part (b) of the theorem. 
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(c) From (2.5), we deduce that for unpreconditioned iteration and a s; A. s; b, the 
amplification factors satisfy the inequality 
A comparison with the upper bound for a,,.(.t) yields part (c) of the theorem. D 
2.2. ORDER h2v ITERATION 
So far, the amplification matrix Z in (2.3) has been of O(hv) as h tends to 
zero. Suppose that we choose P such that Z becomes O(h2~ as h tends to zero. 
It is easily verified that this can be achieved if P satisfies 
P = I + h v (M - T) ® J + O(h v+I ). (2.9) 
It is possible to derive the condition for P ensuring that Z has an arbitrarily high 
order in h. However, this would be of value only in the case of problems where the 
Jacobian matrix is constant. In more general problems, there will be no advantage 
in using iteration methods of higher order than order two, so we will restrict the 
analysis to order h2v iteration. 
Let us define 
to obtain for the test equation yM = A.y the recursion 
yU) - y = Z(h v .t) [YU-1) - Y], 
Z(h v A.) : = h2v ;t2[/ - h v ..irr2[M2 - 2TM + T2]. 
We shall refer to (2.10) as the O(h2~ preconditioner. The corresponding amplification 
factors are given by 
In the case of nonstiff problems, we may set T = 0, so that the amplification 
factors per iteration are given by a(h'"'l) = [hvlllp(M)]2• A comparison with the 
amplification factors of iteration without preconditioning (see (2.5) with T = 0) 
shows that we achieve in one iteration the same amplification factor as the 
unpreconditioned iteration method in two iterations. The price we have to pay for 
this second-order effect is twofold: the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix J during 
the integration process and the matrix-vector multiplication (M ® J)R11(Y<i- 1>) in 
each iteration. However. from the definition of the residual term (2.1 a), it follows 
that this price is quite reasonable, provided that 
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(i) the evaluation of J is "cheap" with respect to the evaluation of F(t,., Y0, ••• , Y ,J, 
(ii) the matrix-vector multiplication (M ® J)R"(y<i-1>) is "cheap" with respect 
to the evaluation of G(t11, y<i-1>). 
Condition (i) is usually satisfied in the case of Volterra integral equations where 
F(t11, Y0 , ••• , Y,.) contains the expensive lag term (hence, the parallel methods descn'bed 
in [7] can be accelerated by preconditioners of the form (2.10)). Moreover, in many 
problems there is no need to update the Jacobian in each step. Condition (ii) implies 
that the multiplication by the d-by-d matrix J should be "cheap" compared with the 
evaluation of a d-dimensional component of G(t", y<i-1>). For IVPs of moderate 
dimension, this requirement is usually fulfilled. 
For stiff problems, we choose T such that the spectral radius of Z is minimized 
for A.= oo, i.e. T minimizes the spectral radius of the matrix r-2M2 - 2T-1M + l (cf. 
subsection 2.1.1). Unlike nonstiff iteration, the amplification factors for stiff iteration 
with T-.:J:. 0 are not exact squares of the amplification factors defined by (2.5) (this 
would only be true if T and M commute). However, the O(fil~ behaviour of Z 
should at least lead to a considerable improvement of the rate of convergence for 
the nonstiff error components. Since the Jacobian J,. and the LU-decomposition of 
I - h11(T ® J,.) are already available, we conclude that the application of O(h2~ 
preconditioners does not increase the computational effort much, provided that 
(iii) the forward/backward substitution associated with Land U, and the matrix-
vector multiplication ((M - 21') ® J,.)R,.(Y<i-1>) is "cheap" with respect to the 
evaluation of G(tll, y<i-1>). 
3. Numerical experiments 
In this section, we report a few first numerical results obtained by introducing 
preconditioning in the parallel, iterated RK. methods (PIRK methods, cf. [11]) for 
nonstiff, first-order IVPs, 
y'(t) = f(t, y(t)), y(to) = Yo· (3.1) 
The PC pair will be based on the last step value predictor and on Gauss correctors 
with Butcher arrays {A, b, c}. The PIRK. method is then given by 
r<1> = tile + hPi (A ® !)/(tile + 71ch, y,.e), 
yU> = yU-l) - lj[YU-l> - y,.e - h(A ® l)f(t,.e + eh, yU-1»1. j = 2, .•. , m. (3.2) 
Y11+1 = y,. + h(b T ® /)/(rile + eh, y<m>), 
where Pi is given by either (2.8) or (2.10). The parameter 11 is introduced to tune 
the arguments in the right-hand side functionf(tlle + 17ch, Yne) in the case of non-
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autonomous problems. The most natural choice is such that applying the method to 
(3.1) yields the same results as applying the method to the autonomous form of 
(3.1). This leads to 1J = 0, and, in general, this value turns out to be slightly better 
in the case of unpreconditioned iteration and Chebyshev preconditioners. However, 
in the case of O(h2) preconditioners, the choice of 1J = 1 seems to be more effective. 
In all experiments, the (fixed) stepsize is chosen such that the total number 
of sequential right-hand sides equals a prescribed number Nseq specified in the 
tables of results. The absolute error obtained at the end point of the integration 
interval is presented in the form 10-d (d may be interpreted as the number of correct 
decimal digits). In order to test the order of the method. we also list the effective 
order defined by p* := [d(h) - d(2h)]/0.3, h being the smallest stepsize used. The 
theoretical order p is given by p = m + 1 and p = 2m + 1 for spectral preconditioners 
and O(h2) preconditioners, respectively. 
We shall present results for three choices of the preconditioner: 
(i) No preconditioning (spectral preconditioning (2.4) with T = 0 and roi = 0). 
(ii) Chebyshev preconditioning (2.8) with T= 0 and (a, bJ determined by the 
range of the diagonal entries of (an approximation to) the Jacobian matrix. 
(iii) O(h2) preconditioning (2.10) with T = 0 and with ln (an approximation to) 
the Jacobian matrix. 
We do not at all claim that the interval [a, b] as defined above is optimal for 
Chebyshev preconditioning, but it is reasonably cheap and it reflects some infonnation 
on the location of the eigenvalues (in fact, for strongly diagonally dominant Jacobian 
matrices, the above choice should be quite good). The determination of generally 
effective parameters a and b will be the subject of future research. 
3.1. SCALAR TEST PROBLEM 
We start with the scalar test problem 
y'(t) = -[l + sin(t + y5(t))][y - exp(-t)] - exp(-t), 
y(O) = 1, 0 ~ t ::;; 5, 
(3.3) 
with exact solution y(t) = exp(-t). Along the exact solution, the derivative of the 
right-hand side function is given by df /iJy = -1 - sin(t + y 5). Table 3 shows that the 
Chebyshev preconditioner yields a spectacular improvement of the accuracy when 
compared with unpreconditioned iteration. This is of course due to the fact that 
Chebyshev preconditioners are more effective as the eigenvalue interval is smaller. 
The O(h2) preconditioner yields a less spectacular improvement, but is still quite 
effective for larger stepsizes ( * indicates divergence and the highest accuracy obtained 
for equal numbers of sequential function calls are given in boldface in table 3). 
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Table 3 
Correct decimal digits at t = 5 for problem (3.3) using the eighth-order Gauss corrector. 
Preconditioner 11 m Nl«!.=8 N-.=16 N..,ci=32 N""'l.=64 p• 
(2.4) with CO= 0 0 7 • 0.9 3.9 6.6 9.0 
1 7 • 0.8 3.6 6.4 9.3 
(2.8) with a =b:: ('iJf/'iJy),. 0 7 2.9 4.7 8.3 12.0 
1 7 3.2 4.7 7.7 8.3 
(2.10) with J,, = (df/dy),. 0 3 • 2.5 4.5 6.6 7.0 
1 3 • 2.7 4.9 7.1 7.3 
3.2. SPECfRAL FfITING AT POSmVE POINTS 
Our second test problem is again a scalar initial-value problem 
y'(t) = sin(y5) - sin(cos5(t)) - sin(t), 
(3.4) 
y(O) = 0, 0 :::;; t :::;; 2, 
with exact solution y(t) = cos(t). The derivative is given by df liJy = 5y4cos(y5) 
assuming only positive values. This example was chosen to see the effect of spectral 
fitting at positive points (we recall that the spectral fitting points mi were assumed 
to be nonpositive). Table 4 shows that the Chebyshev preconditioner is less robust, 
but if convergent, it again produces a considerable improvement, while the O(h2) 
preconditioner yields improved but erratic results. 
Table 4 
Correct decimal digits at t = 2 for problem (3.4) using the eighth-order Gauss corrector. 
Preconditioner .,, m Nf<Xl.=8 N•q = 16 N-.=32 Nseq=64 p• 
(2.4) with ca= 0 0 7 1.9 3.4 4.8 7.0 7.3 
1 7 2.0 3.7 5.6 7.5 63 
(2.8) with a= b = (df/i)y),. 0 7 • 6.5 9.0 8.3 
1 7 • 5.4 7.2 6.0 
(2.10) with J,. = (()f/dy),. 0 3 2.S 3.1 4.9 6.7 6.0 
1 3 4.4 4.4 6.5 8.3 6.0 
3.3. AtrroNOMOUS SYSTEM 
Next, we consider the autonomous system of equations 
y'(t) = A(y(t))y(t) - ( ~ ) • 
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( -1 COS(yt )) A(y) := -cos(y2} -2 • (3.5) 
y(O) = 0, Os;t$2, 
where the exact solution values at t = 2 are approximately given by y(2) 
= (-0.954439856927, -0.071572789676)T. Let us approximate the Jacobian of 
this system by the matrix A. It can be verified numerically that its eigenvalues 
are complex with constant real part equal to -3/2. so that the diagonal-
entries-range [-2, -1] is far from optimal. Nevertheless, table S shows that 
Chebyshev preconditioning is surprisingly effective. Furthennore, taking into 
account that the matrix A is a rather poor approximation to the true Jacobian 
matrix, we may conclude that the O(h2) preconditioner leads to considerably 
improved results. 
Table S 
Correct decimal digits at t = 2 for problem (3.5) using the eighth-order Gauss corrector. 
Preconditioner 11 m Nseq=8 N-i= 16 N.eq=32 
(2.4) with a>= 0 7 0.9 4.2 6.7 
(2.8) on [a, b] = [-2,-1] 
-
7 4.2 6.6 9.0 
(2.10) with J,. =A,. 3 3.2 5.8 8.6 
3.4. NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEM 
Finally, consider the nonautonomous system 
y'(t) = A(t, y(t))y(t) + g(t), 
( -(1 + t) sin(y1) ) A(t, y) : = sin(y2) -(2 - t) ' 
N""'l""64 p• 
9.2 8.3 
8.0 
9.3 
0 $ tS 2, (3.6) 
where the initial conditions and the source function g(t) are determined by the exact 
solution y(t) = (sin(t), cos(t))T. Again approximating the Jacobian matrix by the 
matrix A, it can be shown that initially the eigenvalues of A are complex with real 
part -3/2 and become both real at a point t between 1 and 3/2. At t = 2, they are 
close to - 3.1 and 0.1. Table 6 presents results similar to the preceding example. 
Notice that it pays to use better approximations to the Jacobian in the O(h2) 
preconditioner. 
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Table 6 
Correct decimal digits at t = 2 for problem (3.6) using the eighth-order Gauss corrector. 
Preconditioner 11 m N-,=8 N-,= 16 Nreq=32 N-. =64 p• 
(2.4) with CO= 0 0 7 1.0 2.1 5.0 7.5 8.3 
1 7 0.4 2.4 5.1 8.2 10.3 
(2.8) on [a,b]={-1-t,-2+t] 0 7 3.3 4.1 63 7.3 
1 7 2.7 4.5 6.8 7.7 
(2.10) with J,. =A .. 0 3 1.4 3.5 4.8 6.0 4.0 
1 3 l.S 3.2 4.8 6.1 4.3 
c2.10> with 1,. = ca11a1>,. 0 3 2.1 3.5 S.2 7.0 6.0 
1 3 2.3 4.8 6.7 6.3 
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